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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new image encryption algorithm based on the Compound chaotic image encryption 

algorithm. The original one can’t resist chosen-plaintext attack and has weak statistical security, but our new algorithm can 

resist the chosen-plaintext attack using a simple improvement solution. The improvement solution is novel and transplantable, 

it can also be used to enhance the ability of resisting differential attack of other image encryption algorithms. The 

experimental results show that the new algorithm has higher security but its encryption speed is very nearly the same as the 

original one.  
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1. Introduction 

An image encryption scheme based on a compound 

chaotic sequence was proposed in [7]. The security of 

this scheme is studied and two main problems are 

found in [2]:  

1. The compound chaotic sequence does not work as a 

good random number resource.  

2. A differential chosen-plaintext attack can break the 

scheme with only three chosen plain-images.  

Then it has been declared in [2] that the scheme in [7] 

is not secure enough, so it is not recommended for 

applications requiring a high level of security. In fact, 

the scheme in [7] has some merits, for example, it uses 

chebyshev map for confusion and diffusion, and the 

permutation is constructed of horizontal shifts and 

vertical shifts dynamical, all these are worthy of our 

reference.  

In fact, many image encryption algorithms [4, 8, 9] 

have weak ability of resisting differential attack [3, 5, 6, 

10]. The convential improvement solution is increasing 

the rounds of encryption, such as [1], but this solution 

will increase the running time and computation 

complexity enormously. Our improvement solution can 

also solve the problem of differential attack by simply 

increasing one key and (M+N) XOR operations. So our 

solution is more efficient. Moreover, our solution is 

also transplantable, it can be used to modify other 

encryption algorithms which easily be attacked by 

differential attack. 

The outline of the Paper is as follows: In the next 

section we describe the original encryption scheme and 

corresponding attack scheme briefly, meanwhile 

analyze the reason why the original scheme easily be 

attacked. In section 3, based on the original one, we 

propose a new algorithm which can resist the 

chosen-paintext attack and has other good  

 

 
cryptographic properties. In Section 4, we give security  

analysis of the two schemes by simulation experiments. 

Finally, we give concluding remarks. 

2. The Related Work 

2.1. The Original Encryption Algorithm 

Denoting the plain-image by I= 1
1

{ ( , )} i M
j N

I i j  
 

 and the 

corresponding cipher-image by I′= 1
1

{ ( , )} i M
j N

I i j  
 

 , the 

image encryption scheme proposed in [7] can be 

described as follows. 

1. The secret keys include two floating-point numbers 

of precision 10
-14

, 0 0, [ 1,1]x y   , which are the 

initial states of the following two Chebyshev maps 

f0(x)=8x
4
-8x

2
+1 and f1(y)=4y

3
-3y. 

2. The initialization procedure includes generation of 

three pseudo-random integer sequences: 

Pseudo-random sequence 
1 1{ ( )}MN

kS k 
 for XOR 

substitution of pixel values; Pseudo-random 

sequence 
2 1{ ( )}M

iS i 
 for circular shift operations of 

rows; Pseudo-random sequence 3 1{ ( )}N

jS j   for 

circular shift operations of columns (the specific 

process is obtainable in [7]). 

3. The encryption procedure includes an XOR 

substitution part and two permutation parts. 

a) XOR substitution part  

Taking I as input, an intermediate image 

I
*
={I

*
(i,j)} is obtained as 

*

1( , ) ( , ) (( 1) )   I i j I i j S i N j  

Where denotes the bitwise XOR operation. 

b) Permutation part-horizontal circular shift 

operations 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Taking I
*
 as input, a new intermediate image 

** **

1 ,1{ ( , )} i M j NI I i j      is obtained by 

performing the following horizontal circular shift 

operations: 

** *

2( , ) ( ,( ( ))mod )I i j I i j S i N   

c) Permutation part–vertical circular shift 

operations. 

Taking I
**

 as input, the cipher-image I′ is 

obtained finally by performing the following 

vertical circular shift operations: 

        
**

3( , ) (( ( ))mod , )I i j I i S j M j         

Combining the three operations above, the 

encryption procedure can be represented in the 

following compact form: 

* * * *

1( , ) ( , ) (( 1) )I i j I i j S i N j      

Where 
* * *

2 3( ( ))mod , ( ( ))modj j S i N i i S j M    . 

4. The decryption procedure is the reversion of above. 

2.2. Differential Chosen-Plaintext Attack to the 

Original Algorithm 

It is found in [2] that the algorithm above can be 

broken with only three chosen plain-images. The 

proposed attack is based on the following fact: given 

two plain-images I1, I2 and the corresponding 

cipher-images 
1 2,I I  , one can easily verify that  

* * * *

1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )I i j I i j I i j I i j     

Where j
*
=(j-S2(i)) mod N, i*=(i-S3(j

*
)) mod M. 

Then the attacker choose I1 and I2 as  

           
1 2

0, 1
( ,:) ( ,:)

255, 2

i
I i I i

i M


  

 

       

He can immediately derive all values of 
3 1{ ( )}N

jS j 

using Equation (6), then the vertical shift operations 

are broken.  

After that the attacker continue to choose I1 
and I3 

as: 

            
1 3

0, 1
(:, ) (:, )

255, 2

j
I j I j

j N


  

 

       

He can immediately derive all values of 
2 1{ ( )}M

iS i 
. 

The simulation results of the attack are shown in 

[2].Furthermore, in our Paper, we also study the 

histogram of the encrypted image in the original 

algorithm, which is shown in Figure 1, the plain-image 

is Lena. We find the variance is 609.2568, It is too big, 

so the algorithm may easily be attacked by statistical 

analysis. The result of histogram is totally different 

from that in [7]. But it has been declared in [2] that the 

randomness of the compound chaotic sequence in [7] is 

insufficient. So our result is fit in with [2], we can 

conclude that the corresponding conclusion in [7] is 

not accurate. 

 

a) Plain-image Lena. 

 

b) Encrypted image and its histogram. 

Figure 1. The histogram of encryted image in the original 

algorithm. 

From the description above, we can see the reason why 

the original scheme easily be attacked:  

1. The substitution and permutation of pixels are 

independent of the plain-image.  

2. The compound chaotic sequence used for 

substitution doesn’t work as a good random number 

resource. Based on this consideration, we put 

forward our new algorithm. 

3. The New Image Cryptosystem 

In our new algorithm, we make the encryption process 

dependent on the plain-image, besides, we also exploit 

Chen’s chaotic system to produce the substitution 

sequence instead of the compound chaotic sequence.  

3.1. The Secret Keys 

The secret keys of the new algorithm include: 

0 0, [ 1,1]x y    which are the initial values of the 

following two Chebyshev maps: 

f0(x)=8x
4
-8x

2
+1 and f1(y)=4y

3
-3y respectively, x1, y1, z1 

which are the initial values of Chen’s chaotic system 

and an initial key u0.  

3.2. The Initialization Procedure 

The initialization procedure includes generation of 

three pseudo-random integer sequences. 

1. Pseudo-random sequence 
1 1{ ( )}MN

kS k 
 for XOR 
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(10) 

(9) 

(8) 

substitution of pixel values. 

Using Runge-Kutta step size 0.001, iterate Chen’s 

chaotic system N0=(M×N)/3 times and obtain the real 

values xi, yi, zi, 1≤i≤N0. Then obtain the XOR sequence 

1 1{ ( )}MN

kS k 
as 

           

14

1

14

1

14

1

(3( 1) 1) 10 mod 256,

(3( 1) 2) 10 mod 256,

(3( 1) 3) 10 mod 256,

i i

i i

i i

S i x x

S i y y

S i z z

      

      

      

     

Where x   denotes the largest integer not larger than 

x. Here, we assume that the encryption setup represents 

the real numbers with 14 decimal digits after the point. 

2. Pseudo-random sequence 
2 1{ ( )}M

iS i 
 for circular 

shift operations of rows 

Iterate f0 from x0 for M more times to obtain a chaotic 

sequence
1{ }M

i ix 
, and then transform it into 

2 1{ ( )}M

iS i 
 

by  

           

2

1
, [ 1 , 1 )

( ) 2

1 1

i
i

i

x
N x

S i

N x

  
    

  

         

3. Pseudo-random sequence 3 1{ ( )}N

jS j   for circular 

shift operations of columns. 

Iterate f1 from y0 for N more times to obtain a chaotic 

sequence 1{ }N

j jy  , and then transform it into 

3 1{ ( )}N

jS j   by 

           

3

1
, [ 1 , 1 )

2( )

1 1

j

j

j

y
M y

S j

M y

  
  

  
  

         

3.3. The Encryption Algorithm  

The encryption procedure also includes an XOR 

substitution part and two permutation parts as in the 

original algorithm, but the sequence in the three parts 

is different from the original one, the new sequence is 

more conducive to resisting differential attack. 

1. Permutation part-horizontal circular shift operations. 

Take plain-image I={mij|1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N} as input, 

where mij  denotes the pixel of I located at the i
th
 

row and j
th
 colunmn. At start, assign 1 to i, and 

convert the initial key u0 to unsigned integer u in the 

range of 0 to 255 using mod operation, subsequently 

assign S2(1)
 
to variation d (d denotes the step length 

of horizontal-shift), then for each row of the image I 

(from i=1 to i=M), repeat the following operations: 

a) Construct the sequence 
1

1 1 1{ ( )}N

jR R j 

 , where 

R1(1)=u, R1(j+1)=mij 1 j N  , then do 

horizontal shift at R1 by d pixels , we can obtain a 

new sequence 
1

2 2 1{ ( )}N

jR R j 

  as 

R2(j)=R1((j-d)mod(N+1)). 

b) Get the i
th
 row of intermediate image I

*
 

*{ |1 ,1 }ijm i M j N     as  

 
*

2( ) 1,...,ijm R j j N  , Meanwhile assign the last 

pixel R2(N+1) to u, assign 
*

2( 1)iNm S i  to d; 

c) i=i+1, if i≤M, go back to 1; if i>M, jump out of 

the loop. 

2. XOR substitution part  

Taking I
*
 as input, another intermediate image 

** **

1 ,1{ }ij i M j NI m      is obtained as: 

** *

1(( 1) ) 1 ,1ij ijm m S i N j i M j N        . 

3. Permutation part - vertical circular shift operations 

Taking I
**

 as input, at start, assign 1 to j, and assign 
**

3(1)MNm S  to variation d (d denotes the step 

length of vertical-shift now), then for each column 

of the image I
**

 (from j=1 to j=N), repeat the 

following operations: 

a) Construct the sequence 
1

1 1 1{ ( )}M

iC C i 

 , where 

C1(1)=u ( u is the variation which has appeared in 

(1), at present, the value of u is that in the last 

step of (1)), 
**

1( 1) 1ijC i m i M    , then do 

vertical shift at C1 by d pixels , we can obtain a 

new sequence 
1

2 2 1{ ( )}M

iC C i 

  as C2(i)=C1((i-d) 

mod (M+1)) 

b) Get the jth column of the final cipher image I 

{ |1 ,1 }ijc i M j N     as Cij=C2(i) 

i=1,…,M, Meanwhile assign the last pixel 

C2(M+1) to u, assign 3( 1)iMc S j  to d; 

c) j=j+1. if j≤N, go back to 1; if j>N, jump out of 

the loop. 

At the end of the encryption process, we can obtain a 

cipher image I   and a ciphertext u. 

3.4. The Decryption Algorithm 

The decryption procedure is the reversion of above 

(after finishing the same initialization process) and can 

be described as: 

1. Permutation part-vertical circular shift operations 

Taking cipher image I 

{ |1 ,1 }ijc i M j N     and ciphertext u as 

input, at start, assign N to j, then for each column of 

the cipher image I   (from j=N to j=2), repeat the 

following operations: 

a) Construct the sequence 
1

2 2 1{ ( )}M

iC C i 

 , where 

C2(M+1)=u, 2( ) 1ijC i c i M   , compute 

( 1) 3( )M jd c S j  , then do vertical shift at C2 by 
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d pixels in the direction opposite to the encryption’s, 

we can obtain a new sequence 
1

1 1 1{ ( )}M

iC C i 

  as 

C1(i)=C2((i+d)mod(M+1)); 

b) Get the jth column of the intermediate image I
**

 
**{ |1 ,1 }ijm i M j N      as  

**

1( 1) 1,...,ijm C i i M   , Meanwhile assign 

the first pixel C1(1) to u; 

c) j=j-1. if j＞1, go back to 1, if j=1, jump out of the 

loop and go to 4; 

d) Construct the sequence 
1

2 2 1{ ( )}M

iC C i 

 , where 

C2(M+1)=u, 2 1( ) 1iC i c i M   , compute 

**

3(1)MNd m S  , then do vertical shift at C2 by d 

pixels in the direction opposite to the encryption’s, 

we can obtain a new sequence 
1

1 1 1{ ( )}M

iC C i 

  as 

C1(i)=C2((i+d)mod(M+1)); 

Then we can get the first column of the intermediate 

image I
**

 as
**

1 1( 1) 1,...,im C i i M   , Meanwhile 

assign the first pixel C1(1) to u. 

2. XOR substitution part  

Taking I
**

 as input, another intermediate image 
* *

1 ,1{ }ij i M j NI m      is obtained as: 

* **

1(( 1) ) 1 ,1ij ijm m S i N j i M j N       
 

3. Permutation part - horizontal circular shif operations
 

Take image
* *{ |1 ,1 }ijI m i M j N     and 

variation u as input (u is the variation which has 

appeared in (1), at present, the value of u is that in 

the last step of (1)). At start, assign M to i, then for 

each row of the image I
*
 (from i=M to i=2), repeat 

the following operations: 

a) Construct the sequence
1

2 2 1{ ( )}N

jR R j 

 , where 

R2(N+1)=u, 
*

2( ) 1ijR j m j N   , compute 

*

( 1) 2( )i Nd m S i  . Then do horizontal shift at 

R2 by d pixels in the direction opposite to the 

encryption’s, we can obtain a new sequence 
1

1 1 1{ ( )}N

jR R j 

  as R1(j)=R2((j+d) mod (N+1)) 

b) Get the i
th
 row of plain-image I

{ |1 ,1 }ijm i M j N     as mij=R1(j+1) 

j=1,…..,N, Meanwhile assign the first pixel R1(1) 

to u; 

c) i=i-1. if i＞1, go back to 1, if i=1, jump out of the 

loop and go to 4; 

d) Construct the sequence
1

2 2 1{ ( )}N

jR R j 

 , where 

R2(N+1)=u, 
*

2 1( ) 1jR j m j N   . Then do 

horizontal shift at R2 by S2(1) pixels in the 

direction opposite to the encryption’s, we can 

obtain a new sequence 
1

1 1 1{ ( )}N

jR R j 

  as 

R1(j)=R2((j+d) mod (N+1)), Then we can get the 

first row of plain-image I as m1j=R1(j+1) 

j=1,…..,N. 

At the end of (3), we can recover the plain-image I. 

4. Security Analysis of the Two Algorithms 

This section provides the simulation results of the two 

algorithms. In those simulation experiments, we 

choose an 256×256 image Lena as object. we set the 

secret keys of the two algorithms as: the initial values 

of the two Chebyshev maps f0(x) and f1(y) are 

x0=0.321456, y0=0.481244; the initial values of Chen’s 

chaotic system are x1=－10.058, y1=0.368, z1=37.368, 

the parameter c is 28; besides, the initial key u0 of the 

new algorithm is 112. 

4.1. The Ability of Resisting Chosen-Plaintext 

Attack 

From section 2, we know that the original algorithm 

can’t resist chosen-plaintext attack, the main reason is 

(4), where the permutation procedure is independent of 

the image. However, in our new algorithm, the 

permutation procedure is dependent of the image, so (4) 

is no longer tenable, the chosen- plaintext attack in [2] 

is failed to our new algorithm.  

 

      a) Plain-image I1 lena.          b) Plain-image I2 ( I1 I2 satisfies 

                 equation.(6).                          

 
c) Comparison of the recovered and the true values of 

3 1{ ( )}N

jS j 
. 

 
d) Comparison of the recovered and the true values of 

2 1{ ( )}M

iS i 
. 

Figure 2. The ability of resisting chosen-plaintext attack. 
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The simulation results which show the ability of the 

new algorithm to resist chosen-plaintext attack are 

shown in Figure 2. I1 is the plain-image Lena, I2 is 

another image satisfying Equation (6). Using the 

differential attack algorithm in [2] to attack our new 

algorithm, we find that we can’t obtain the correct keys 

(see (c) and (d)). 

4.2. Histogram Analysis 

An image-histogram illustrates how pixels in an image 

are distributed by graphing the number of pixels at 

each color intensity level. We have calculated and 

analyzed the histogram of the encrypted image in 

original algorithm (see section 2), we can see the 

variance is too big, so the algorithm may easily be 

attacked by statistical analysis. However, the histogram 

in our new algorithm is fairly uniform and significantly 

different from the histogram of plain-image Lena (see 

Figure 3), so it does not provide any clue to employ 

any statistical attack on the new encryption procedure. 

 

Figure 3. The histogram of encrypted image (plain-image is lena) 

in new algorithm. 

4.3. Information Entropy Analysis 

For testing the robustness of the encryption algorithm, 

the concept of entropy is also used. Higher the value of 

entropy of encrypted image, better the security. The 

information entropy for the encrypted image Lena in 

original algorithm and our new algorithm are 7.948901 

and 7.997121 respectively, the latter is very near to the 

max of entropy value 8. It indicates that in the 

encrypted image all the pixels occur with almost equal 

probability, thus proves the ability of our new 

algorithm against the entropy attack. 

4.4. Differential Analysis 

The aim of this analysis is to determine the sensitivity 

of the encryption algorithm to slightest changes. Two 

criteria Number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR) and 

Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI) are used 

to test the sensitiveness. NPCR is defined as the 

percentage of different pixel numbers between two 

encrypted images, whose plain images have only one 

pixel difference. UACI is defined as the average 

intensity of differences between 2 cipher images, 

corresponding to plain images that have only one pixel 

difference. The high values of these two parameters 

indicate that small change in plain image creates 

significant change in the cipher image. In the 

simulation experiment we choose the image Lena as 

the plain-image, the values of NPCR and UACI in the 

original algorithm are 0.0015% and 2.99E - 05% 

respectively, so it is easily attacked by differential 

attack. But the two values in our new algorithm are 

99.64% and 33.46% respectively, hence the new 

algorithm is highly resistive against differential attack. 

4.5. Image Encryption Speed Test 

We have compared the original algorithm and our new 

algorithm in encryption speed. An 256×256 image 

Lena is encrypted, the average running time of 10 

encryption procedures in the original algorithm is 

87.355 milliseconds, the average running time of 10 

encryption procedures in the new algorithm is 97.114 

milliseconds. The results show that the encryption 

speed in the new algorithm is very close to the 

original’s, although our new algorithm has higher 

security. 

4.6. The Comparison of Our Improvement 

Solution with the Conventional One 

One can also utilize the conventional improvement 

solution to raise the values of NPCR and UACI, i.e. 

increasing the rounds of encryption. The simulation 

results show that if one wants to obtain the NPCR as 

99.6231%, he needs 3 rounds of encryption, 

approximately 208.7782 milliseconds. So it is easily 

seen that our improvement solution is more efficient. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we propose a new image encryption 

scheme based on the Compound chaotic image 

encryption scheme in [7]. The original one can’t resist 

chosen-plaintext attack, but our new algorithm can by 

using a simple and novel improvement solution. The 

conclusion has been verified by simulation 

experiments. The experimental results also show that 

the cipher has good randomness, and it can resist 

statistical analysis. In addition, compared to the 

original scheme, the running time of the new algorithm 

is not obviously increased, and compared to the 

conventional improvement solution, our improvement 

method is more efficient. Especially, our modified 

method is transplantable, it can be also used to modify 

other image encryption schemes that are easily 

exposed to differential attack.  
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